The dynamic gammawarp auditory filterbank.
Auditory filterbanks are an integral part of many metrics designed to predict speech intelligibility and speech quality. Considerations in these applications include accurate reproduction of auditory filter shapes, the ability to reproduce the impact of hearing loss as well as normal hearing, and computational efficiency. This paper presents an alternative method for implementing a dynamic compressive gammachirp (dcGC) auditory filterbank [Irino and Patterson (2006). IEEE Trans. Audio Speech Lang. Proc. 14, 2222-2232]. Instead of using a cascade of second-order sections, this approach uses digital frequency warping to give the gammawarp filterbank. The set of warped finite impulse response filter coefficients is constrained to be symmetrical, which results in the same phase response for all filters in the filterbank. The identical phase responses allow the dynamic variation in the gammachirp filter magnitude response to be realized as a sum, using time-varying weights, of three filters that provide the responses for high-, mid-, and low-intensity input signals, respectively. The gammawarp filterbank offers a substantial improvement in execution speed compared to previous dcGC implementations; for a dcGC filterbank, the gammawarp implementation is 24 to 38 times faster than the dcGC Matlab code of Irino.